TiVo END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT TERMS
By subscribing to TiVo services offered by Kuhn Communications, Inc. you agree to all of Kuhn’s policy/term/forms. In addition,
by your use of a TiVo set top box or other equipment (“TiVo Product”), you agree to the following terms and conditions. For
purposes of these terms and conditions, references to “you” refer to the Subscriber.
TiVo Products: Certain software is contained in your TiVo Product. Other software programs may be delivered to your TiVo
Product by Kuhn or its suppliers from time to time, which your TiVo Product will automatically accept. You may use such
software solely in executable code form and solely in conjunction with your TiVo Product. You must not use any unauthorized
software on the TiVo Product.
The Tivo Service: In the event you have subscribed to services that Kuhn is providing in conjunction with TiVo (“TiVo Service”),
you may access and use such TiVo Service only with a TiVo Product that is authorized to receive the TiVo Service and you agree
not to tamper with, or otherwise modify, your TiVo Product. Among other things, this means that you may access and use the
electronic program guide information only on a TiVo Product that is authorized to receive it.
Kuhn retains the absolute right to immediately suspend or terminate TiVo Service to your TiVo Product, and terminate this
Agreement, if you breach any provision in the Agreement, if you misuse the TiVo Service, or if you alter your TiVo-enabled
software or use the TiVo Service in such a manner as to infringe upon the intellectual property rights of Kuhn Communications,
its suppliers or any third party.
TiVo Web App: Tivo may develop and host a web portal solution (“TiVo Web App”) for you to access certain video content
through TiVo Products. The TiVo Web App would be provided for your personal, non-commercial use.
Except to the extent that any such restrictions are prohibited by applicable law, you may not: (i) interfere or attempt to
interfere with the proper working of the TiVo Web App; (ii) attempt to decipher, decompile, reverse engineer, or disassemble
any of the software of the TiVo Web App; (iii) take any steps to defeat any security measures of the TiVo Web App; or (iv)
attempt to copy or download any audio, video, text, or other content from the TiVo Web App.
All: Any attempt to disassemble, decompile, create derivative works of, reverse engineer, modify, sublicense, distribute or use
the software, TiVo Product, or TiVo Web App for other purposes is strictly prohibited (except to the extent that any such
restrictions are prohibited by applicable law).
Kuhn and its suppliers retain title to, and ownership of the software, TiVo Product and TiVo Web App and certain intellectual
property rights in and to the software, TiVo Product, and TiVo Web App. Kuhn and its suppliers also retain ownership of all
copyrights and trademarks in and on the software, TiVo Product, and TiVo Web App. Without limiting the foregoing, all TiVo
copyrights and trademarks are the exclusive property of TiVo Inc. Tivo Inc. is an intended third-party beneficiary of these terms
and conditions.
If you fail to comply with these terms, Kuhn may terminate this license to use the software, TiVo Product and TiVo Web App.
For TiVoToGo functionality: Use of the TiVoToGo functionality is for your personal and private use. Unauthorized transfers or
distribution of copyrighted works is a violation of these terms and may be a violation of copyright. There are penalties for
copyright infringement if you violate applicable copyright laws.
To the extent required by the license for the open source components of the software, TiVo Product and TiVo Web App (“OpenSource Software”): (i) the terms of such license will apply to such Open Sources Software instead of the terms of the license
grant in this agreement; and (ii) any restrictions prohibited by such license that are contained in this agreement will not apply
to such Open Source Software. Acknowledgements, licensing terms, and disclaimers for software, TiVo Product and TiVo Web
App are contained in a “Legal Notices” or similar screen.
You understand and agree that Kuhn and Kuhn’s suppliers have no warranty obligations or other liabilities to you. Except for
those liabilities that may not be disclaimed under applicable law, Kuhn disclaims all liability for any liabilities, losses, damages,
costs or expenses (whether arising in contract, tort (including negligence) or under any other cause of action suffered or
incurred by any person in connection with the TiVo Product, the TiVo Service, the software, the TiVo Web App, or an act or
omission of Kuhn or any of its personnel in connection with this end user license agreement: (i) on behalf of and for the benefit
of Kuhn’s suppliers; and (ii) for itself.

